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Let X be a positive random variable such that the asymptotic

1.

inequality

_

(c(1-D).nF(2n + 1)8 _E[X2n] (d(1 + D)2nT’(2n + 1)
(n" integer)

or

all e, 01, where Oc_d+c and 0fll. Then
L. Davies [1] has proved the ollowing inequalities as a corollary o
his theorem"
fld -x/ lim log P(X x) / x 1/

holds

lim- log P(X

d-1/(ru/r) 1/,
where Or<_l<_r + are the two positive roots o f(y)--O,
y(y) (C / d)l/y 1/ / (1
We will extend his result o a class o positive rndom vriables
satisfying some moment conditions which includes his result. For this
im, we shall define "nearly regularly vrying unction with index a"
which is first introduced in [2].
Let z(x) be a positive mesurble unction defined on [c0 + ),
(c00). We say that z(x) is "nearly regularly vrying unction with
index a" i and only i there exist two positive constants rr nd
slowly vrying unction s(x) such that

.

In particular, we say that a(x) is a "nearly slowly varying unction"
0.

As is well known (for example see [3]) s(x) is represented as ollows
(z)- b(z) ex

a(t)/tdt,

where a() and b(z) are measurable functions such that
lim b(z)--b>0 and lim a(z)-0.
3. Theorem 1. Let X be otive adom aiebe.
that there ezit two positive eotat

deeg o [1/h,

+ ) eh that

Ame

No. 2]

_

E[X n]
holds
holds
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for any n_no.

Then

c

P(X_ na(x)) exp
any x>_ 2no/h, where
b= sup rb(x),

for

_

and

2n

(]/ h)

{-- (a-- 3(1 / h))g(hx)}

b= inf rb(x),

x l/t

3(x) sup

A--Clbl/b2,

t>x

g(y)--y--(1/2) log y--log /2---2--0(1/y).
Theorem 2. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1, we assume that there exists a constant c( <_ c) such that
holds

2n

_

E[X2n]c [I a(k/h)

for any n no. Then
lim log P(XAa(x/h))/x_--(/ (1/h))

-

(>0)

1 if c= c,
holds uniformly in h<_ 1. In particular, we can choose
and bl-- b..
4. First we prove. Theorem 1. By Chebyshev’s inequality it
follows that
P(X Aq(xn)) E[X n] / (Aq(xn)) en

bna(Xn) -n

2n

(]/h)(k/h),

where

(x)- exp

a(t) / tdt and

x- 2n/h, n>_ no.

With elementary calculus by making use of Stirling’s formula for n !,
we. have
2n-1

(s2n/h a(t)/tdt-- k f(k+l)/k a(t)/tdt

2n

(k/h)=exp 2n
k=l

and

_ __

21 k (k+l)/h [a(t)[/tdt_(1/h)
k=l

2n-1

klog(l+l/k)

d k/h

3(1/ h)(2n-- (1/ 2) log 2n--log /27--0(1/n)).

Again by Stirling’s ormula, we have

b :o
-x n-2n

2n

1-I (’/h)(k’/h)

k=l

<_exp {--(o--$(1/h))(2n--(1/2)log 2n--log /--0(1/n))}.

x < x < x+ that
P(X A(x)) P(X A(x))
<_exp {--(a--(1/h))(hx--(1/2) log hx--log /--- O(1/n)}
--exp {-- (--(1 / h))g(hx)}.

Finally, it follows for

Now we prove. Theorem 2. Setting
F(x)=P(X_x), B=(I+DA, m=[n] (1), and p--[/m] (/0),
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we have

P(X> Aa(x)) >

f

Ba (Xn)

dF(x)

] Aa (Xn) +

+

Ba(xn) +0

Let us estimate each term.
exp

>_(cb)

{2m(

log(2m/h)+

+

x dF(x)--

,

X m dF( X )

a(t)/

o(2m-- (1/ 2) log 2m--log /- 0(1/ m))

II

)

[(*/ a(t)/tgt

=

dl

xdF(x)= II + II,

Aa (Xno) +

II N (A(Xo))
IIN (Ae(z..))(1-N(Ae(z.))) + +1 (Ae(z.I))(1--N(Aa()))
II, + II,,

exp 2m a log (2no+2)/h+

II,g(Ab)

( 8 (1/ h)) 2n0

log 2n0--1og

II,_< (Aa(x)) exp

2n--

a(t)/tdt

k
dk/

k=l

2--1

+

] F(j+l)/k a(t)/tdt
exp

(2n

--1

2

2

]
=1

{2m(

log2n/h+
log

log (2n-- 2)

a(t) / tdt
Jj/h

ni

--0

q

Jjla

0

(a(X+l)/a(x))

{(2n--2+2--

<_(Abe)

O 1

log (2n-- 2)-- log

k=no+l

exp
j=2k

-a(t)/tdt

o

a(t)/

/--0(11.))
n

exp {-- 2k(a(x-- 1)

x dF(x) <_ (Ba(x))-E[X

2(2n0/h))},

(/)

(xn) +0

{2re(o: log (2m+2p)/h+ (2m+2p)/h a()/ tdt)
a(t) / tdt)
+ 2p ( log (m + p)/n + r
1
(2m+2p)-log /--0( 1 ,))
-o(2m+2p--log
m+p

_<(1 +$)--2P(Clb1)2 exp

d2n/h

,

2m+2p-1
k,

k

F(k+l)/k a(t) / tdt

No. 2]

Therefore,
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or suitably chosen

uniformly in h_< 1.

and e we have
lim (II + III) / I- O

This yields the

proo o Theorem 2.
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